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[ SONNET TO HARMONY;

L Y F E  of Life /  with melody entwined; 
In thee alone does Beauty find a tongue: 
And from  her soft\ beleaguered heart 

are wrung
Responsive sighs to worshiping mankind. 
Thy tones—of Music's soaring wings the 

wind—
In ih ate file ss chords and cadences are sung 
B y bfteze and brook and Nature's hosts, among 

Her varied songs—the landscapes of the blind.

Heart-swelling memories of genius mourned 
Still gush with thee from sempiternal springs :

A sweet polyphony of souls wreath-crowned, 
That blown, with rhythmic colors rare adorned,

To bless the earthy again to Heaven wings 
In w ild and dulcet fantasies of sound.



A LEXICOGRAPHER'S ROMANCE:
N autumnal sun, hanging in abditative 

attitude behind the atramental abysses 
of the wood, peered through the aper- 
tions of the adustive foliage, casting 
ampliated anfractuous penumbric ana
morphoses of die arbuscles in the Park, 
like anagogical asomatous apparitions. 

In the arbor beneath an acacia, in an arm-chair, sat 
the austere Anthea, analytical, yet, as always, attrehent 
Upon her alabaster brow, an anadem of amaryllis, like an 
ancient abacot, accentuated the attractiveness of her 
angelic attitude and artless attire. At her side, upon an 
artificial altar, was an anserated alabastrite, in which was 
acervated an allectative accumulation ofanannas and amyg- 
dalate artifections, according to Anthea’s assuetude, 
though her aliguritions had affected her withanorexy too 
great to appreciate this accubation, and the articles were 
actually absumed by her attendants, in lieu of ancillary 
arles.

At length Anthea accited her amorous appellants, the 
ardent agonists for her affiance, and they approached to 
attend her arret.

Archibald, an ascetic alcothyst, atrabilious on account of 
absurd abstinence and ademption, attempted the anterior 
appeal, and argued his suit with ambiloquance, asservating 
hi;; astute and acroamatic attributes,' adhibiting his attempt 
with adscititious allegories and annominations.

Alexander, the apotheosis of aspiring authorship, 
auburn and festhetic, abluded from his acidulous antago
nist, and with antalgic amaranthine anaccenosis, agnized 
his acceptability, yet abduced from his argument the adju- 
vance of such alliance, with asteistic apostrophes 
announcing the advisibility of his own acceptance, and the 
abjudication of Archibald.

The algid Althea at last answered with amaritude:
“ Alas! Archibald and Alexander, how can I adjudicate 

your attractions ? But I await your attempts. Propose, 
/then, and I will accept him who asks me tost!"



AN EASTER INJURY:
From  a very opaque water-color 

B y R eginald Rix* ____



THE FERRTOF LIFE:

[ LOWLY the steamer started from the pro
tecting arms of the slip, gathered way 
and shot forth into the restless, heaving 
waters of the bay. And as the distance 
increased, the sound of voices, the clangor 
of bells and the rumbling of trains died 

away, and the image of the ferry-liouse faded into the 
gloom, till naught remained to remind me of all that life I 
had left behind, and I passed forward into the cabin of 
the boat.

Here all was life arid excitement; the saloon was 
brilliantly lighted, and in it were many people, some en
gaged in conversation or watching the throng, some read
ing, and some ’istening to the music, or looking at the 
paintings upon the panels of the wall. I could pot be 
satisfied, however, to spend all my time on the trip in any 
of these ways; the atmosphere seemed stifling, the glare 
of the lights oppressed me, and I passed out into the fresh 
air and salt fragrance of the night.

Now, at first, it seemed to me that I had left the most 
interesting part of the boat, after all, for the meaningless 
darkness outside. I looked back through the windows 
and saw the gay scene again, a little world in itself, ard I 
was strongly tempted to return. But as my eyes, which 
had been partially blinded by the many lights inside, 
became used to the obscurity, I began to see more and 
more of the beauty of the outer scene. The heavens were 
filled wit î stars, and I felt the presence of a wonderful, 
mysterious universe, grander than any I had ever conceived.

There were a few people upon the deck, seated in silent 
communion with the night, or talking together in low tones, 
or pacing slowly up and down in abstracted revery. After 
I had mingled with these Lwalked on, calmed and sobered 
by the blessed peace I had received, and ere long I came 
upon a stair th£t lead downward. This I descended, and



FOR FIFETTE,, PENSIFE.

found myself among the horsed and wagons that were being 
ferried across the bay Here were also men eating and 
drinking and jesting, but all about were noisome odors 
and choking clouds of smoke, and the clanking and rattling 
of the laboring engines, so that J. marveled that one should 
stay here.

So I went up again, full of pity for those below. Some, 
however, had already become sickened of the smoke and 
noise, and passed into the cabin From here, also, there 
emerged at times men and women, anxious for a breath of 
purer air a^d a glimpse ot the starry heavens.

And as I watched the black waters that rushed by me, I 
seemed to feel indistinct memories come back to of me yet 
other voyages like this, that I had heretoforetimes made, 
sometimes in company of the careless passengers on the 
lower deck, and sometimes in the warmth of the cabin; but 
of a certain I had never before realized the beauty and the 
meaning of the passage as in this wonderful evening.

Then I went forward, longing for a glimpse of the city we 
were approaching. Nearer and nearer we drew to the hun
dreds of twinkling lights upon the hills, each moment reveal
ing new glimpses of the life beyond. At intervals there 
passed silently by us low sailing vessels, beating patiently in 
against the wind and tide, like dumb animals toiling in the 
yoke. These would steal out of the gloom, their sails flap
ping and cordage creaking, cross our path and vanish, 
leaving but the light of the lantern at the masthead and the 
thought that not so very long ago we, too, must have had 
to journey in such imperfect fashion.

So at last, amid the sounding of bells and the tremor of 
the reversed engines, we slid slowly into the slip. Many 
burned forward, eager to disembark, but others there were 
who lingered in the cabin, as loth to quit its comfort. To 
such the men of the boat appeared and urged them that 
they should land forthwith. This at length they did, and 
I with them. And as I crossed to the shore, behold, what 
I had thought the end of the journey was but the beginning 
of another, stranger than before!



rWAS EVER A MAN AND A MAID ”

W A S ever a man and a maid, my son,—  
'Tw as ever a man and a maid;

And 't w ill be that way till the Judgment 
Day,

And after it, too, Pm  afraidl

yT  was ever a man and a maid, my son,
O f a Sunday afternoon,

With a stroll in the Park, and a kiss in the dark 
O f a sultry summer moon.

9T w as ever a man and a maid, my son,
As you watch the crowds go by;

O f the folk that pass, there ys a youth and a lass 
Wherever you pipe your eye.

9T w as ever a man and a maid, my son,
A ll over the world it  goes,

And the man from M ars may shy at the cars,
B ut here is a game he knows.

9T w as ever a man and a maid, my son; —
There is Work, and there' s maids to woo—

And they' reguite two things, as I  know who sings,
And they 'vf bowled doiun better than you I

9T tvas ever a man and a maid, my son.—
Watch out, or she 'll let you shirk !

For a man can V write in the ca?idle-light 
Jf her eyes get into his work /



The Towel hangs upon the Wall, 
Andy somehow y I  do rtf care at all!

The Door is open;—I  must say 
I  rather fancy it that Way!



IN PARENTHESIS:

E were gallopmg bareback down the 
ridge as the low sun colored the trees 
and fields with misty purple, she on 
Bay Boy and I on the black mare. Her 
loosened hair waved out behind, shining 
in the light. She rode like an Amazon, 

as beautiful as she was cruel. “ Love you?” she laughed. 
“ Why I ’m in love with Bay Boy!” and she threw herself 
forward upon his neck, twining her fingers in his long mane.

Down into the darkening hollow we went, under the 
trees, and I saw too late a low, bending bough.

* H< * *
Hi * He H<

A smell of hay, of wet oats and stable; and my hoofs 
scuffed in the straw of the night’s bedding. I felt the nar- 
now limits of the stall, and a rope halter through a hole in 
the hay-bin bound my head. I was cold, and shivered as 
I listened in a daze to the hiss and humming of the man as 
he curried me down, beating the comb against the side of 
the stall. Anger rose in me when he whacked me in the 
side, with a “ Get o’er there, boy!” I lashed out, drove 
him from the stall, and for a moment could have killed him.

I strained at the halter and kicked wildly against the 
stall sides, frightening the black mare to the left of me. 
Then conscious of such impotence, I set myself to wear 
through the rppe by gnawing and chafing, and at last 
breaking the buckle at the side of my head, I jhook my
self loose with a cry a delight. The west wind- blew 
through the barn window harshly upon my naked sides, 
and I hoped I should not see her. I lifted the rusty iron 
latch and walked out into the world.

Sunshine, green grass, a cool Spring breeze, apple blos
soms between the garden paths, all smooth and straight, and 
a gravel drive winding out to the main road. A delicious 
madness got into me, and I breathed deep of the fresh air,



AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY:
and snorted and sneezed. Drunk with freedom, my heels 
lashed out and my tail whirled and whisked; I squealed, 
and beat the yielding sod; I sprang to right and left and 
stopped short, my head thrown high and my mane a tangle 
of shiny black. Then I stopped, standing with fore-legs 
parted; for I saw them coming, and she was with them. I 
turned my arched tail upon them, and with a high-headed 
trot, (kicking every fifty paces or so,) shied at every twig, 
leaf, and shadow; then broke into a mad run until the 
wind licked my sides. I clattered over the cedar bridge, 
but stopped there, and turned back to hear iny hoofs rattle 
again upon the loose boards, and to smell the fresh mint 
that grew between the stones. Then out to the main street, 
wild with speed; a green and brown blur rushed by me, 
and I heard through the pounding of my hoofs, many a 
“ Whoa! Whoa! ”

There was a meadow green and wet, and a brook, with a 
hillside beyond, where a little child was playing among the 
flowers, and she laughed to see the mud clouds rise and 
float away as I nozzled the water. I went up to her, and 
she clasped her dirty arms around my wet fore-legs until 
her screaming mother hurried her away.

At last my fiery freedom grew tiresome, and I wandered 
home. I had a feeling of shame; but she and they were 
blind, and only I knew. I went to my stall, and after I was 
rubbed down and cared for (but I wc/uld not bear the hal
ter), She came to me, and l  made broad room for her. She 
stroked my neck and nose and laid her cheek near my eyes 
and murmured things even I could not understand; her 
fingers passed along my neck and through my mane, and 
I trembled with a great joy. I was sick at heart when she 
left me telling me to stay, and I whinnied pitifully, burning 
to speak.

From this day I was free; for I was little use to my 
owner, revolting at bridle and harness, and obeying only



THE METAMORPHOSIS

her. I would not be a horse with other horses, the bitter
ness towards my kind growing day by day. I would have 
told them of their great strength and how to use it against 
man; but they could not learn and would not understand.
I went to and fro as I willed, and I followed her as a dog 
might; a cat’s tread was no lighter than mine, as I passed 
in and out between things that break and doing no harm.

Willful and fond, she conquered and governed me with 
caresses and secret confidences on our wild rides together 
over the hills. She was usually gentle and kind, but 
often she exacted hard and strange things of me, because 
of the mischief in her; when I was lying down she would 
tell me to get up, hind parts* first—like a cow,—or she 
would find a great delight in making me roll over, up hill. 
She rode me bareback and astride, with strands of my 
mane for bridle reins. Never horse had such a smooth gait 
as I made for her. I touched the earth so as never once 
to jar her. I picked out the places I knew she loved best, 
a green hill-top, where the tree boughs were high from the 
ground, and the long, straight lane, where I would lower 
my neck and fly away, to fed: her knees press tight 
against my sides, watching from the tail of my eye her 
tumbled hair and clutching fingers in my mane.

Sometimes I would stop short in my canter, throwing 
her gently off, when she would beat mv face in anger w 
her closed fists, to my great delight, for I loved the 
greater weight of her hands. Then came remorse, and 
tenderness, as she drew my head close,to her heart, 
running her fingers through my forelock and mane, close 
the top of the neck, where the flesh is warm.

5jC * * * * * * '
After that were days of fear, ^passion, and sorrow.

“ Exhibit him, he is a mint to you,” I heard them say.
I fled, and loved through the bog marshes and alder 
bushes; I tore in rage at the branches which scratched my



QF BAT BOY THE SECOND.

sides. A smarting sting was in my eyes for tears that 
could not flow. At last, needing the care of man again, i  
returned, and felt her hand, love burning in me, pride and 
rebellion bursting my heart.

* * * * * * ♦
A circus ring, dusty, brown, and hot; a sky of heaving 

yellow canvas; a hum of many voices, and a vile smell.
O, the green trees, the long lane, and the west w ind!
I stood trembling, with my head thrust far out and low, 
trying to understand it all. I heard, as though a dry oak 
board had broken, the crack of the whip; I saw the ring
master—a fearsome man in black. A wild rush about the 
ring in search of an opening; then I stopped, for I loved 
a woman, and women were there. Love, gentleness, and 
appeal, they should have seen. I smiled, and my eyes 
were soft, looking for a friend. To and fro I went, but 
saw no kindly hand. I backed and bowed and strained 
my throat to speak, and the crowd cheered. With my left 
fore-foot I scraped rude, angular letters in the dirt—a word 
that they must know. Then I felt a sharp sting upon my 
side, and my wrath blazed up. A crash — dust — screams, 
breaking timbers — a black form upon the ground, and a 
pistol shot!

* * * * * * *
* * * * * *

A blinding spot of glimmering sun burned through the 
fringe of trees upon the ridge. She kneeled by me, her 
body bent over, and her face pale with concern for me, 
her eyes alight and tender. She pushed the forelock 
from my face, to find my hurt. I felt her fingers tremble 
as she passed them through my hair. The thrill passed to 
me and roused me. O, the leap over the gate in the field  
and her hands in my mane /  ,

Then she slipped her arms about my neck, drawing ray 
throbbing head close to her.



AN EPILOGUE TO BOOK THE FIRST:

N these pamphleteering days it is hard to 
get a word in edgewise, if it be not 
sharp, tempered, and to the point. The 
Lark is not overfond of personalities, 
as may have been noticed; yet, at the 

end of its first flight, it shall, perhaps, be 
forgiven a few words to those friends in whose hearts its 
song (breathed so carelessly into the air) has found a rest
ing-place.

The readers of the Lark may be divided into three 
classes: they who appreciate and enjoy, they who are 
unaffected in their contempt, and a few honest souls, per
sonal friends of Les Jeunes for the most part, who patiently 
and conscientiously do their duty by its pages, and would 
willingly understand, if they could. Surely to this latter 
class the Lark should, in decency, at times condescend, 
and offer some clue by which its song might be translated, 
seeing that the others may be safely left to put their own 
interpretation on its behavior.

Stevenson was fond of saying that the reputation of a 
book was oftenest made at dinner parties. Pf this be so, 
(and the words of the Tcisitala were winged words,) at how 
many such giust the Lark have been a guest! Now, at 
a dinner party, one may have the philosopher and the 
specialist, the poet and the pedagogue, if so be that they 
have a certain undefinable quality that the successful 
hostess knows by divjne intuition. And alas, how many 
of our dearest friends are there found impossible ! Tal
ented, wise, and witty they may be, but without, if one 
must say it, a sense of humor,—the appreciation of the 
relative importance of things, that prevents one’s taking * 
oneself too seriously (though not necessarily, one’s work 

)too lightly), not poisoning the milk of human kindness, 
but rather sweetening it, and making happiness possible



TO THE GENTLE LARKMOLOGIST.
that would otherwise be lost in the great complication of 
our daily life.

It is essentially a habit of mind, a point of view, how
ever, this sense of humor, and must not be confounded with 
the disagreeable attributes of the wag. For to the initiate, 
his own inconsistencies and indiscretions are no less 
diverting than those of hi« associates, and should fre
quently give rise to emotions that impel him to hurry into 
a comer and scream aloud with mirth. It is ever the 
situation that is absurd, and never the victim, and in this 
lies the secret of his ability to appreciate a comedy of which 
he himself is the hero.

This faculty, then, gives one the grand hailing signal of 
a fraternity, by which one may know his brethren the world 
over. An Order, of whose very existence many shall 
never be aware, till in some after-life the gods conduct 
them to the verge of the heavens at-.ir'bid then: peer over 
and behold the spectacle of this little planet swarming with 
its myopic denizens.

And it is all this, perhaps, that impelled the Chap-Book, 
(prolific mother of our modern Kobold Literature,) tc 
kindly say, that “ The Lark is ‘intimate? in its charm,” 
and ‘ ‘ its friends will be appreciative, but there will not be 
many of them.” ,

There have not been many, it is true; yet it is well with 
the other brownies if they also have been “ intimate ” and 
have found such true friends as those who have been wont 
to test the capacity of their acquaintances by their degree 
of appreciation of the Lark; a subtle crux, indeed, for 
delicate and interesting is the difference betwixt those who 
would rather be, and those that would rather see, a Purple 
Cow.

And, finally: as one would not willingly have personali
ties and scandals discussed at the table, yet fears neither 
to be too serious nor too inconsequent, so there are those 
who prefer humor to satire, and relish both finesse and 
naiveit



Back Numbers o f the L ark  may be 
had at the following prices:

Nos. i and 2 ..............................25 cents.
Nos. 3 and 4 . . . ....................... 50 cents.
Nos. 5 and 6 ..............................25 cents.
Nos. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, X2 . . . . 5 cents.

The 12 Numbers comprising the First Book of the Lark will 
be sent for $2.00 postpaid. A  limited number of bound volumes 
tbr sale at special rates.

The Lark Posters:
For May. The Piping Faun . . . .  50 cents.
For August. Mother and Child . . .  50 cents.
For November. Mount Tamalpais . . . .25 cents.
For February. Robin Hood . . .  . . . .25 cents.

The Set of Four mailed for $1.25.

A  Cover fo r  the F irst Book o f the 
L ark  bearing a reduction of the Piping 
Faun printed in two colors, and bound in 
brown canvas. Price, 50 cents.

The Purple Cow: A  collection of vaga
ries from the - Lark by G e l e t t  B u r g ess , 
including the impossible Idyll of the Chew
ing-Gum Man. Price, 25 cents.

Advertisements will be especially written 
and illustrated for the Second Book of the 
Lark. Address for prices and further in
formation,

W IL L IA M  D O X E Y,
631 Market Street, San Francisco.



be the Clerk ? ”“Who 11
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THE LARK:
An Illustrated 
Monthly Maga
zine let, issued 
by Les feu, 
in San Francisco

Conducted by 
Gelett Bu,
&  Published by 
William  
6j i  Market St.

NEW note—some of the joy of the morning— 
set here for the refreshment of our souls in the 
heat of mid-day.

With no more serious intention than to be 
gay — to sing a song, to tell a story;—and when 
this is no longer to our liking,—when the spring 

calls, or the road invites,— then this little house of pleasure will 
close its doors; and if you have cared for our singing, and would 
have more of it, then you must follow us a-field.

For, after all, there’s your place and ours — there you may hear 
the birds calling, and see trees blowing, and know the great content 
of the earth. Meantime, shut in the town, we shall blow our 
nickel pipe, to make you believe it is a reed, and that you dance, 
garlanded, to its piping.

Prologue to the First Book of 44 The Lark.**



BOOK THE SECOND COMMENCES 
MAT i, i 8q6.

BO STO N  JOURNAL.— “ A  queer species of bird apparently meant to be 
taken seriously though as odd as any ornithological specimen in the 
museum.”

BOSTON TRANSCRIPT.—'“And The Lark! You will wonder how 
you lived without it. I t ’s the most excellent fooling for many years. 
And it’s better than fooling, as all truly excellent fooling must be.”

B 0S 7 ON H ERALD.— “ The pictures and rhymes in The Lark rank 
with the most remarkable things done for children since the days of 
Mother Goose.”

BOSTON B U D G E !.—t(The Lark is a reaction against the decadent 
spirit. It is blithe, happy, full of the joy of life and the Greek within 
us. A  herald of the dawn of the new century.”

BOSTON COMMONWEALTH.—'“ Everything in The Lark is c le v e r -  
some, we may be permitted to add, cleverer than the rest.”

N E W  YO RK CRITIC.— “ The faddists have produced some extraordinary 
things in the way of literature, but nothing more freakish has made 
its appearance in the last half century than The Lark."

N E W  YORK TRIBUNE.— “ It is perhaps '>ne-fourth a monthly periodical 
and three-fourths an escapade. T he Lark ought really to be called 
‘The Goose/ ”

N E W  YORK TIMES.— “ It is a thin, small creature, but incredibly, 
even impossibly, 1895. And as for contents, it is all written by ‘les 
jeuneSt those of California, forsooth, and delightfully young they are.”

N E W  YORK H ERALD .—''‘The current number of The Lark is, if 
possible, more curious, more quaint, more preposterously humorous 
and more original than its predecessors. It is entirely unlike any other 
publication.”

HARTFORD CO UR A N T.—“A. certain suggestiveness is found in the 
spirit of this little sheet.”

JE R S E Y  CITY CHRONICLE.— “ Every line in it is well worth perusal.”
PH ILADELPH IA TIMES.—“The young men who publish The Lark 

have ideas of their own. 7  he Lark is smart and funny in a way quite 
its own, and it is also capable of serious flights and of musical notes 
that are clear enough to be heard across the continent.”

P R IN G  and the daffodil again! 

I heard the lark at dawn,

A  liquid cadence through the rain 

Across my lawn.



TEN CENTS A  COPT, ONE DOLLAR 
A  TEAR. '

O D , keep my youth and love alive, that I 
May wonder at this world until I die;

Let sea and mountain speak to me, that so, 
Waking or sleeping, I may fight the lie;—  

Romance is dead, say some,— but I say no!

PHILADELPHIA LED G ER.—“ It is a . publication of the ‘Yellow 
Book,’ ‘Chap Book’ sort, produced by a coterie of ‘literary fellars* in 
San Francisco, and really has not much to be said in its favor.”

PHILADELPHIA AMERICAN.— “ The literary oddities and whimsi
calities of The Lark will find lot$ of friends for it everywhere.”

WASHINGTON CAPITAL.— “ One is more terrified and more astounded 
by The Lark than by any of the other recent peculiar small magazines. 
In both type and illustration there is much that people have dreamed 
before, but surely never attempted to express.”

RICHMOND TIMES.—“We do not understand upon what the editor of 
The Lark bases anticipation of interest and consequent demand.”

BUFFALO COURIER.—“ Nonsense, pure and simple, seems to be its 
watchword, but in its chaff are hidden a good many grains of wheat.”

CINCINNATI COMMERCIAL GAZETTE.— “ The worst thing about 
it being that it is all too brief. The unknown genius who is contributing 
the deliriously humorous pictures and verses has developed a new vein.”

CLEVELAND CRITIC.—“ The Lark flies high and it is light-hearted. 
Let us hope its owner will not clip its wings.”

M ILW AUKEE; YENOW INES NEWS.—“A  whimsical but ingenuous 
little magazine— the strangest pronouncement, yet of the fin-de-siede 
spirit of artistic revolt against the commonplace. There is nothing 
quite like it.”

CHICAGO JOURNAL.—"The painful attempt to do something new in 
literature has reached San Francisco and blossomed out in a miniature 
magazine and called The Ijark. We are becoming weary of that sort 
of thing in Chicago.”

CHICAGO TIMES~HERALD.—uThe Lark's warblings have run like 
wildfire over the country and are household rhymes now.”

THE CHAP BOOK; CHICAGO— “ It is an assertion of the right 
of the artist to be wayward, to indulge in innocent drollery, and 
to put some 6f his tenderest thoughts m this guise if he will. The 
Lark is ‘intimate* in its charm. Its friends will be appreciative, but 
there will not be many of them. ~ We must thank the editors for a 
magazine which can never be ‘popular.* **



P d  rather have Kars than a Nose;
A n d  as fo r  my Hair, P m  glad  a ll There, 

Pllbe awfully Sad when I t  Goes l

S T ,: PAU L PIO N E E R  PRESS.—"The most refreshing novelty in the 
way of magazine caprice—its originality and flippancy are genuine and 
not trumped up for the occasion.”

ST. PAU L GLOBE.— 'The Lark partakes of the prevalent temper of 
life on the Pacific Coast, where the don’t-care mood of the West takes 
an especially sunny and cheerful turn, and life looks a bigger joke than 
elsewhere in the union.”

ST. LO U IS M IR R O R .—"T he  Lark continues to be odd and ridiculous. 
The Lark's humor is quite unlike any other humor that has been seen 
in this country. There are good men with good pens working on 
The Lark.”

K A N S A S  C IT Y  ST A R .—"T he Lark  seems to have attained a distinction 
hitherto considered impossible in the unconventional. It seems really 
original. It succeeds in holding in captivity the unexpected.”

D E N V E R  BO O K  L E A P —" The Lark continues to interest and amuse. 
It is original above all else.”

LO S A N G E L E S ; T H E  L A N D  OF SU N SH IN E.—"It is unlike any
thing nearer to hand than Alice in Wonderland.”

S A N  FRANCISCO E X A M IN E R .— “This bit of a journal will toss about 
the studios and clubs for a little time— the fleeting fancy of the few. It 
is a merry bird.”

S A N  FRANCISCO C ALL.—"T he Lark  stands for the spirit of mirth
making and joy. An exponent of free and wide-swinging Bohemianism.’

S A N  FRANCISCO B U L L E T IN —"The  same mass of ingenuous and 
amusing nonsense it has always been. That is all there is to it.”

S A N  FRANCISCO WA VE.—" It is really one of the funniest publications 
in America— full of a gay sportiveness that appeals irresistibly to the fun 
sense.”

S A N  FRANCISCO ARG O N AU T.—"A  mosaic of whimsical fragments, 
with grave and gay in daring juxtaposition. The verses are extra- 
ordinary productions, taking rank somewhere between Edwin Lear s 
‘Nonsense Rhymes’ and Lewis Carroll’s jingles.” ______________
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